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INTRODUCTION

Flux line pinning in irradiated niobium was chosen as a system to

t»e studied both to investigate the technologically interesting problem

of radiation damage in superconductors as well as to serve as a system

characterized by a single type of defect for the investigation of flux

line-defect interaction. The damage introduced into the crystals at

liquid helium temperature by the fast neutrons is in the form of defect

cascades. It is generally accepted that the cascade regions consist of

a region of vacancies surrounded by an interstitial cloud. After pro-

duction, the defects are immobile and are not capable of collapsing into

defect clusters or dislocation loops. Thus, the flux pinning centers

are regions of approximately 150 A in diameter which have modified super-

conducting properties.

EXPERIMENTAL

The samples were single crystal niobium rods, 35 mm in length and

2.7 mm in diameter, that had been outgassed at 2170°C for 22 hours at a
-10 °

final vacuum of 4 x 10 Torrv* A 200 A thick anodized oxide layer was
put on in order to minimize surface pinning. The irradiation was per-
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formed at 6 K ± 1 K in a fast neutron flux of 1 x 10 n/cm -sec (E >

0.1 MeV). Both magnetization and ac loss measurements were made in situ

at H.6 K with the reactor shut down. The ac loss measurements used a

modified Hartshorn mutual inductance bridge with a lock-in amplifier at

the bridge output (Sekula ). Magnetization curves were measured by a
2

standard integration technique.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The effect of the irradiation on the magnetization curve is shown in

Fig. 1. Low temperature fast neutron irradiation leads, to an increase in
*Work supported by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
**The author is grateful to R. E. Reed, of Oak Ridge National Laboratory
for the annealing treatment.



the amount of trapped

flux at H = 0 (magnetic

remanence) and the up-

per critical field H 2«

H „ exhibits a slightly

less than linear in-

crease with dose as is

expected from the rela-

tionship between H 2

and the normal state

resistivity and the

radiation annealing

theory of defect pro-

duction. The theo-

retical change in H -

can be calculated from

the Gorkov-Goodman

relation. Using resis-

tivity changes in
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changes in H „ within

i+% of the experimental values

Fig. 1 Magnetization curves for single crystal
niobium.

Percentage recovery o after anneal-

ing agrees very well with resistivity recovery seen previously in high

purity Nb and in the present experiment as determined by the normal

state ac susceptibility.

A plot of the magnetic remanence versus the change in H and an-

nealing temperature for the present work and a similar experiment by
M.

Berndt et al. is shown in Fig. 2. The large error and resulting un-

certainty in the curve in the middle dose region is due to flux jumps.

The two curves of Fig. 2 are in agreement as to the basic features of

a rapid initial increase in the remanence and a decrease at higher doses

which will be shown to be consistent with the behavior of the critical

current. From Fig. 2 it is seen that during irradiation the defect

state of the crystal cannot be uniquely characterized by the amount of

magnetic remanence. That the remanence is not a single valued function
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Fig. 2 Change in magnetic remanence as a function of change in H and
annealing temperature.

of the defect state

is also shown as the

percentage recovery

during annealing for

different doses de-

pended on the final

dose and could not

be correlated with

resistivity or H

recovery.

The ac loss

voltage, V , obeyed

well the predicted

quadratic dependence

on ac field amplitude, |0

h , for 10 Oe < h
o' o

< 300 Oe. V. can be

used with the Bean Fig. 3

model to give the
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Fig. 4 Bulk pinning force vs reduced field.

critical current density J . Figure 3 shows the rapid increase in J

for small doses. At higher doses the critical current decreases ax low

applied field and increases at high fields. A better summary of the data

is shown in Fig. 4 where the pinning force P,,(=J B) is plotted vs reduced

field h. The values of B were taken from theoretical reversible curves

of Kes et al. and are not accurate below h = 0.6.

DISCUSSION

For an analysis of the experiment, it is necessary to calculate the

elementary interaction force p from the volume pinning force P . In a

type II superconductor with a dilute array of randomly distributed ob-

stacles, the statistical theory of Labusch yields:

where N. is the area density of pinning centers, JJ __ is the effective

modulus of the flux line lattice

1/2
2 )

and P is the maximum elementary interaction force. The elastic con-
Ti)3X

stants c . have been calculated from the theoretical reversible curves.



The experimental values for P at different doses have been substituted

into 1) and the results for p are shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Maximum defect pinning interaction force calculated using Labusch
theory and data from Fig. 4.

The value of p decreases with increasing dose,max The data are

explained by overlapping of the cascade regions resulting in a smearing

out of the changes in the superconducting properties so that the cascade

is not able to exhibit its maximum pinning force on the flux lines.

This model is being tested by experiments that measure the pinning force

in samples irradiated to very low doses where the overlap should be small

and p should be independent of dose. Calculations show that our situ-

ation is not suitable to be treated by the above theory due to a lack of

diluteness of the defect cascades and a pinning force per cascade that is

below the threshold value. Webb7 (see also p. 331 of ref. 8) suggested

that fluctuations in the cascade density allows statistical grouping of

the cascades that will lead to sufficiently strong pinning and make it

possible to use the above theory.

The superconducting properties are changed locally in the defect

cascades which results in the Ginzburg-Landau (G-L) free energy depend-

ing in detail on the flux line position? Calculations were made on

s



estimating the defect cascade pinning strength based on variations in

the G-L free energy. These calculations are difficult and uncertain due

to the lack of detailed information on the cascade size distribution and

defect density within a cascade. Details of the assumptions used in the

calculations will be given in a future publication. It is estimated that

the contributions to the G-L free energy from the 6H /H term will be
c c

smaller than the SIC/K term for b > 0.5. Calculations for the second term

have given AE - 0.089 eV for the low-dose no-overlap situation. The

elementary pinning force is then calculated to be p = AE /£ - 2.6 x

10 dynes. This is seen to be smaller than the values in Fig. 5. This

may be due to a neglect of other terms in the G-L free energy calculation

or the complications froiw the peak effect in the data used to calculate
p in Fig. 5. This peak effect contribution in the data should be re-in ax
moved to compare the empirical p values with the theoretical values.

In neutron irradiation of niobium performed at ambient reactor tem-

perature (60°C)j the saturation and decrease cf the remanence and pinning
20 2

force have never been observed up to doses of 5 x 10 n/cm . The damage

in these irradiations is in the form of collapsed cascades or clusters

which do not overlap as observed here, but rather grow with increased

dose to defect mobility. This dramatic difference in the two experiments

is mentioned to serve as a caution when comparing the results of irra-

diation experiments performed at reactor and cryogenic temperatures.
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